External short circuit (ESC) is one of the most ubiquitous faults that may occur during the battery utilization in electric vehicles (EVs). ESC causes the high temperature rise and may destroy the battery if it lasts long enough. However, the damage generation characters between the ESC occurrence and the battery destruction are not clear. In this study, the ESC characters under the varying duration time and the damage impacts are investigated. A novel experimental study on the ESC with incremental duration is proposed and the damage effects are analyzed via the changes of the battery characters, Secondly, the battery destruction is proved to be abruptly generated right after a critical time. The electrochemical mechanism implied with critical time is analyzed. Finally, the curved surface of the ESC critical time against the varying battery working conditions is disclosed.
Introduction
Recently, the safety of lithium-ion batteries (LiBs) has engrossed increasing social concerns as their applications become more extensive [1, 2] . Battery failures often result in the grave consequences [3] . Especially in electric vehicles, accidents of vehicle fire and explosion caused by the battery faults have been reported ceaselessly. Several kinds of failures, like overcharge, over-discharge, internal short circuit (ISC), and external short circuit (ESC), etc., are inevitable and may induce the battery thermal runaway [4] [5] [6] [7] . In this study, we mainly focus on ESC, which means a misuse or abuse event that the positive and negative poles of battery are connected outside of the battery through a circuit with very small resistance [8] . Knowing the specific behavior of LiBs under failure conditions is essential for the online fault diagnosis and safety management. However, the actual process of the battery fault is complicated, especially in ESC fault, the duration process of the huge current can last tens of second, in which the exothermic reactions of anode, cathode and electrolyte do not occur from the very beginning but are strongly coupled with electricalthermal behaviors. In addition, these characteristics are affected by the battery using environment and battery different charge levels as well. To address the above issue, this article focuses on the period between the occurrence of ESC and the time when battery is destroyed and its impact on the battery performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follow: the experimental study is introduced in Section 2; the results of the ESC tests along with the analyses are given in Section 3; the conclusions are finally drawn in Section 4.
Experimental study 2.1 ESC TEST PLATFORM
The test platform is built up for ESC experiments, as shown in Fig.1 , which is mainly composed of the upper computer, the controller, a CAN bus, the ESC triggering device (using a relay module), the data acquisition instrument, the thermal chamber, a safety protection box, and the sensors. The short circuit process can be monitored from the upper computer screen, and can be controlled by the built-in timer in the controller.
The positive and negative terminals of LiB cell are connected through ESC triggering device. The total external resistance, including the wire resistance, relay resistance, and cell connector resistance, is less than 10 mΩ, which is very small to allow the ESC happen. The surface temperature of the cell is measured by two thermal couples, which are respectively attached close to the positive and negative pole, and an infrared thermal imager aiming at the cell center. 
DAMAGE ANALYSIS
State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed literature survey or a summary of the results.
The involved test flows are described as follow. 1) OCV tests. The Battery OCV curve is an important indicator that reflects the battery basic performance. Comparing the OCV curves before and after the ESC is conducted as the following step: 1) The cell discharges a certain capacity from the full charge state, and then rest for 2 h; 2) The cell OCV value is recorded.
3)The step 1 and 2 are repeated until the cell voltage reaches the discharge cut-off voltage of 2.5 V. Then the OCV curve is fitted according to the test results.
2) Driving cycle tests and model parameters identification. In this test, a UDDS driving cycle is employed to test the cells for evaluating if they can still be applied in the actual vehicular driving conditions after short time ESC. The battery is fully charged and then discharges under the UDDS cycle until the battery voltage reaches the discharge cut-off voltage 2.5 V. The parameters in the battery equivalent circuit model (ECM) before and after ESC are identified respectively and compared.
3) Capacity variation tests. The basic capacity test flow is described as follow: cells are fully charged using the constant current-constant voltage (CC-CV) method, and then discharge at the current of 0.5 C to the discharge cut-off voltage 2.5V. This process is repeated three times before and after ESC, respectively, and the mean values are recorded as the test results. The effects of short time ESC on the battery performance are studied via the variations in battery capacity after ESC. Fig.3 shows the electrical behaviors of batteries in each group under varying duration time ESC tests. In Group1, the cells from No.1 to No.5, which have been charged to 20%, are used to conduct the ESC. Their current curves are very approaching; each cell's short circuit duration time is 10 s longer than the previous one, as shown in Fig.3 (A) . When ESC is terminated, the cell voltage starts to recover. Fig. 3(D) shows the voltage variations of these five cells, obviously, the cell fails to recover to the normal level when the ESC duration reaches 50 s. In Group 2, four cells (No.6~No.9) are short-circuited, see Fig. 3 (B) and Fig.  3 (E) , when the ESC duration reaches 36 s, the cell voltage fails to recover to normal value. Similarly, in Group 3, see Fig. 3 (C) and Fig. 3 (F) , only three cells are involved; the cell fails to recover to normal level when the ESC duration reaches 27 s. After giving the tested cells enough recovery time (longer than 10 hours), we tested the OCV. The voltages of cell No.5, cell No.9, and cell No.12 cannot recover to a normal level even after a long-time rest.
Results and analysis
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The Fig.4 (A)~(C) shows the comparisons of the OCV curves in three groups before and after ESC. The cell No.5, cell No.9, and cell No.12 are totally destroyed (cannot be recharged any longer), so they are not involved in this test. Obviously, for the cells except No.5, No.9, and No.12, the OCV curves are very approaching, indicating that suffering short time ESC has no obvious impact on the battery OCV curve before the battery destruction.
2) Performance under cycle condition.
The battery working performances under the UDDS driving cycle are given in Fig.4 (D)~(F). The results indicate that the cells can still work quite well after the short time ESC even in complex and frequent charge/discharge load conditions. It can also be noted that these cells reach the discharge cut-off voltages a little earlier than health cell under the same load condition, based on which we can speculate that the short time ESC may cause capacity loss. 3) Capacity loss. The capacity of the cell with ESC that is terminated earlier than the critical time is tested and compared with its initial capacity (before ESC) to obtain the ESCcaused capacity loss. The comparison results are given in Fig.8 . After the ESC, all the cells show varying degrees of capacity degradation, but the capacity loss is not very large in comparison of the cell nominal capacity. In each group, the capacity loss is not proportional with the ESC duration, but the large capacity loss is apt to occur when ESC duration is close to the critical time. 
4) the ESC critical time.
At the critical time, the released capacities of cells in three groups are 0.4913Ah, 0.5148Ah, and 0.5076Ah, respectively, which are approximately 20% of the cell nominal capacity. Accordingly, the surface temperatures in all three groups reach around 100C, at this time, the inside core temperatures of the cells are about 140C. This temperature meets the melting point of polymer and shutdowns the separator irreversibly, resulting in the cut-off of the current. This can be treated as a self-protection of the battery because if the separator doesn't close at around 140C to restrict the battery further discharge, the temperature will be further elevated by exothermic decomposition reactions and the thermal runaway tends to be induced. The battery with higher SOC could produce the larger current, and accordingly produce higher temperature rise rate, reaching the critical point faster. Therefore, the critical time becomes shorter with the increase of initial SOC and ambient temperature.
Figure 6 Curved surface of the critical time
The critical time is not a certain value, but varies with the battery working condition. When applied in EVs, the battery will face more complex temperature condition, so here we further investigate the critical time against the varying ambient temperature (from -20C to 60C) and the different SOC (20%, 50%, and 80%). The curved surface of ESC critical time is established for the first time based on the experiments, as shown in Fig.6 . At low temperature condition, the critical time is up to 128.2 s. There are two reasons: 1) Lower ambient temperature allows the battery more time to rise to critical temperature; 2) The internal resistance increases at low temperature, hindering the generation of large current, so the temperature rise rate is slow. On the contrary, at high temperature, the critical time is very small.
For online application, an empirical model to predict the critical time is proposed, in which the critical time is treated as a function of ambient temperature T amb and initial SOC 0, (1) where  1 ,  2 ,...,  9 are coefficients to be identified, their values are given in Table. 2. 
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Conclusions
The ESC character and its impacts on the LiBs have been investigated in this study, focusing on the period between ESC occurrence and the battery destruction. The experimental study on ESC is conducted under the different duration time. The ESC-caused damage is quantitatively analyzed by comparing the battery performance before and after ESC. The results illustrate that the destruction of the battery is abruptly engendered after a critical time. The effects of the short time ESC, which duration is shorter than the critical time, are similar to the accelerated ageing. The curved surface of the ESC critical time under the different SOC and ambient temperature is proposed for the first time, and then an empirical model is established. The model error is less than 7.7 s while the mean error is only 1.58 s.
